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We have developed a tomographic diffractive microscope in reflection, which permits observation of sam-
ple surfaces with an improved lateral resolution, compared to a conventional holographic microscope.
From the same set of data, high-precision measurements can be performed on the shape of the reflective
surface by reconstructing the phase of the diffracted field. Doing so allows for several advantages com-
pared to classical holographic interferometric measurements: improvement in lateral resolution, easier
phase unwrapping, reduction of the coherent noise, combined with the high-longitudinal precision pro-
vided by interferometric phase measurements. We demonstrate these capabilities by imaging various
test samples. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (090.0090) Holography; (090.1000) Aberration compensation; (100.6640) Superresolu-

tion; (110.6955) Tomographic imaging; (070.0070) Fourier optics and signal processing.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AO.53.000748

1. Introduction

In classical microscopy using incoherent illumina-
tion and detection (wide-field, phase-contrast or
differential interference contrast), the recorded im-
age results from a complex interaction of the incoher-
ent illuminating light with the specimen. As a
consequence, the contrast, which is observed, per-
mits efficient morphological studies, but does not
directly deliver quantitative information on the
opto-geometrical characteristics of the specimen. In
particular, the specimen’s optical index of refraction
distribution may be difficult to reconstruct. On the
contrary, recording the diffracted field in both ampli-
tude and phase allows for the reconstruction of
the specimen permittivity map or index of refraction
distribution, using an adapted model of diffrac-
tion. Thanks to its coherent imaging capacities,
digital holographic microscopy provides useful infor-
mation about a large range of transparent, as well as

reflective, specimens [1]. One drawback is the reso-
lution limitation associated with coherent imaging
[2]. Different systems have been developed to im-
prove the resolution in coherent imaging. The acces-
sible spectrum can be enlarged by moving the sensor,
combining different holograms at different camera
positions to obtain a large digital hologram, thus im-
proving the effective numerical aperture (NA) [3].
Synthetic aperture systems, based on gratings used
to downshift the object frequencies, have also been
reported in one dimension [4] and two dimensions
[5]. Single exposure systems using spatial multiplex-
ing have also been proposed. They use a source array
and an incoherent addition of multiple holograms [6].

Another possibility is to downshift the object
frequencies into the detection range of the system
by using illumination wavefronts tilted with respect
to the object. In this case, the process usually relies
on the Fourier shift theorem; the object function is
modulated, which causes a spectrum shift, bringing
back spatial frequencies in the bandpass of the sys-
tem. For example, a tilt can be introduced in the ob-
ject [7–9] or in the plane wave illumination [10–12].
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In the case of plane-wave illumination, the object
function is multiplied by a phase ramp, whose slope
is given by the director cosine of the illumination. In
Fourier space, the spectrum is then convolved with a
Dirac delta function localized at the carrier fre-
quency, inducing a spectrum shift. In this situation,
the principle of resolution improvement is similar to
tomographic diffractive imaging (TDM) [13–16], but
in TDM, the synthetic aperture process is associated
with a backpropagation, or a 3D Fourier spectrum
synthesis, leading to direct 3D imaging, instead of
two-dimensional (2D) imaging. Other tomographic
techniques can be used, such as rotation of the speci-
men [17,18]; however, the resolution is improved only
along the optical axis and limited by the precision of
the multiple-image registration, as maintaining a
high-precision rotation, compatible with interfero-
metric measurement, is difficult to realize. The
TDM setup may, of course, be used for observing
quasi-2D objects, i.e., object weakly structured in
the depth direction. The system can perform both
phase or amplitude imaging on 2D or 3D objects.
In the 2D case, the process of backpropagation is
not useful and leads to useless additional calcula-
tions. Fast synthetic aperture imaging can be real-
ized if the process is restricted to 2D calculations.
In addition, on thin objects, the classical TDM imag-
ing has no real interest because the resolution in the
z direction is not sufficient to image such small de-
tails. On the contrary, for purely reflective objects,
the elevation can be directly obtained from the phase
information, as in standard profilometry.

2. Principle of 2D Spatial Spectrum Enlargement and

Phase Imaging

A. Phase Imaging

In topography, the classical formula used to cal-
culate the height profile h under normal illumination
is [19]

h!x; y" #
λ

4π
!ϕ!x; y" $ ϕr!k""; (1)

where h!x; y" is the height to be determined, ϕ!x; y"
the phase measured by interferometry, λ the wave-
length of illumination in the medium of refractive
index n (usually 1 in air), and ϕr!k" is the phase
change at the reflection.

B. Synthetic Aperture

The proposed process of digital 2D synthetic imaging
on weakly diffracting objects is described in Fig. 1.
The complex field Ei (image plane) is extracted from
the holograms Hθi and then Fourier transformed to
obtain Si, a shifted version of the spectrum in Γ, the
original frequency support. The specular component
Si0 is extracted in this spectrum, which allows for
phase normalization by the complex division
Si!f x; f y"∕Si0. The frequencies are then shifted, with
respect to the coordinates of the specular beam (zero

frequency). Thus, one obtains a centered and normal-
ized spectrum Ŝi, in an enlarged frequencies support
Γ0. Normalized spectra are then summed iteratively
on N holograms in this enlarged support. Because of
overlaps between each spectrum, one determines a
map of data occurrence M, which gives the occur-
rence weight of each spatial frequency, to be used
for averaging the data. The final image is then ob-
tained by an inverse Fourier transform.

The final bandpass can theoretically be doubled,
compared to a normal incidence illumination only,
leading to better imaging of small details [3–6,8,9].
In addition, on smooth objects, increasing the NA
of the profilometric system permits to collect
higher-angle reflected beams, which translates into
higher-slope measurement possibilities [19].

Figure 2 illustrates the whole process in the
Fourier space, when imaging an embossed compact
disc (CD) surface. Figure 2(a) shows the spectrum ob-
tained for one oblique illumination, while Fig. 2(b)
shows the composite spectrum obtained for eight
evenly spaced illuminations at the highest tilting
angle. Note the doubling of the spectrum bandpass.
Figure 2(c) shows the composite spectrum for 100
illuminations. While the spectrum is still marginally
filled compared to Fig. 2(b), note the smoothing effect
resulting from the averaging procedure.

3. Experimental Setup

Figure 3 depicts our multimode system, which can be
used in reflexion [20], but also (for the sake of clarity,
not shown on the figure) transmission [13], and fluo-
rescence [21]. Throughout this work, we only con-
sider the reflection setup. An interferometer has
been added on the rear port of an Olympus IX71 in-
verted microscope: a coherent source (B&W Tek,
20 mW max, BWB-475 λ0 # 475 nm) is split into
an illumination and a reference beam. The length
of both arms is adjusted using optical fibers. The
phase of the reference beam is controlled by a fast

Fig. 1. 2D synthesis process for amplitude imaging.H, hologram;
E, complex optical field; S, spectrum in original support Γ. Ŝ, nor-
malized spectrum in synthesized support Γ0. M, redundancy map
used to average themerged data; i, index of the illumination angle.
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electro-optic modulator (EOM) and its angle by mir-
ror M1, so that the holographic setup can be used in
phase shifting or off-axis mode. The phase shifting
mode (via an EOM) is to be preferred when maximiz-
ing the field of view, while the off-axis (via mirror M1)
mode allows for optimizing the speed. A fast scan-
ning mirror (Newport, FSM 300) is used to sequen-
tially control the illumination beam. Illumination
is performed through a high-NAmicroscope objective
(NA # 1.4, oil immersion or NA # 1.2, water immer-
sion). The light reflected by the sample is then col-
lected through the microscope objective, and
combined with the reference beam via BS2. The tele-
scopic relay formed by lenses L1 and L2 allows for
fine adjustment of the sampling on the camera
(1312 × 1082 pixel, 68 fps, Photon Focus PHF-
MV1 CMOS).

The objects under examination in this work are
weakly structured in the z direction; the maximum
elevation does not exceed one wavelength, and
the test pattern used for calibration has a height
within the calculated depth of field of the objective
microscope, so that the whole object is observed
on focus.

In our setup, the additional lateral phase ramp
measured on the camera allows for measuring the
angle of illumination by identifying the specular
beam in Fourier space, which is a Dirac delta func-
tion localized at the carrier frequency.

The spatial frequency scanning is performed by
controlling the !kix; kiy" components of the illumina-
tion, maintaining kiz constant

kix # jk⃗ij cos φ sin θ; (2)

kiy # jk⃗ij sin φ sin θ; (3)

kiz # !k2i − k2ix − k2iy"
0.5 # jk⃗ij cos θ; (4)

where φ is the azimuthal angle, and θ is the polar
angle, defined by the object plane and the plane of
incidence (see Fig. 4). For constant θ, kiz is kept un-
changed and the modulation in the z direction re-
mains the same for all holograms (see Section 4.C).
In addition, this scanning allows for minimizing the
shadowing effect, which may occur when imaging
modulated, purely reflective samples.

On the reference arm, lens L3 is used to match the
reference wavefront with the illumination wavefront.
Even if not perfectly matched, the remaining phase
difference between both wavefronts contains only
low-frequency aberrations, which can then easily

Fig. 2. Spectrummodulus of a CD reconstructed with (a) one illumination (Γ support). (b) Eight illuminations with bandpass enlargement
and (c) 100 illuminations with noise averaging (Γ0 support).

Fig. 3. Experimental setup in reflection mode. BS, beam splitter;
EOM, electro-optic modulator; OF, optical fiber; M1, M2, mirror;
FD, field diaphragm.

Fig. 4. Notations and coordinate system. In this work, the angu-
lar scanning is performed at a fixed polar angle so that kiz remains
constant.
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be removed by the numerical procedure described
below.

All calculations are performed on a Linux box
equipped with an Intel quadcore i7 processor with
16 Gbytes of memory, and programmed in C$$ us-
ing open source libraries (FFTW, OpenCV).

The real and imaginary parts are extracted from
the four phase-shifted holograms, A;B;C;D. Two-
pass averaging (φ1 from A;B;C, φ2 from B;C;D) is
used to reduce the phase noise [19]. The inevitable
phase drifts due to angular beam scanning must
be compensated to avoid errors when merging the
different holograms. In transmission, this can be
easily made by using the specular beam [13]. On thin
objects, in reflection, common information between
successively captured holograms can be used to
match the phase: it can be done if the object com-
prises a flat area, which can be used as a reference
plane. The phase shift can then be corrected by
matching their common components in the Fourier
space, taking benefit of the overlap, which exists be-
tween successively captured holograms. The position
of each spectrum is corrected and the hologram spec-
trums are then merged to form the final synthesized
spectrum.

4. Application of Tomographic Diffractive Microscopy

and Multiview Profilometry

In phase imaging, the precision of the measurement
can be degraded in different ways, for example by
aberrations, speckle noise, or wrong phase unwrap-
ping. When residual aberrations are removed, using
multiple tilted wavefronts for topographic imaging
has also advantages for improving phase imaging,
beside the possibility of synthetic aperture.

A. Automatic Aberration Compensation

In holographic imaging, the phase difference be-
tween the object function and the reference is mea-
sured. Any discrepancy or mismatch between both
beams, introduced for example by aberrations, will
lead to phase measurement errors. This constraint
is stronger in phase imaging microscopy than in
TDM imaging because the height measurement pre-
cision (which can be in the sub-nanometric scale [22])
is much better than the z resolution achieved by TDM
(which is in the sub-micrometric range only [20]). In
addition, the aberration removal procedure should
be at least partially automatic in order to process
the multiple holograms to be acquired, contrary to
conventional holographic microscopy, using only
one illumination.

Aberration compensation usually relies on the op-
timization of a quality criterium (usually the Strehl
ratio combined to an aberration model [23], or the
maximization of the specular component in Fourier
space [24]), or a reference hologram allowing for
the measurement of any departure from a perfect
reference wave (i.e., plane or spherical). This refer-
ence hologram is obtained by double exposition

[25], or by selecting a profile (for example, a line
profile) in a flat area of the sample [26].

We use here a flexible method based on a polyno-
mial approximation of the aberration function by us-
ing a random point selection in the background
image. Figure 5 depicts the process. First, the object
edges are detected using a Canny filter. After a dila-
tation, a border following algorithm constructs the
contours of the object, and a binary mask m!x; y" is
created, splitting the space into the object area
(m!x; y" # 0) and the background area (m!x; y" # 1).
The original image is multiplied by this binary mask
to extract the background. This background is then
fitted by a polynomial function using a least square
method. The points used for the least square fitting
are randomly chosen in the external part of the ob-
ject, thanks to the binary mask. The final corrected
image is obtained by substracting this aberration
polynomial to the original image.

In the reflection mode, the process requires a well-
known background surface (a flat surface being the
easiest to use); however, with this procedure there
is no need for adjustment of the manual parameters
of an aberration model. There is also no need for
choosing the area used to calculate the aberration
polynomial model since it is constructed using ran-
dom points in the image. Neither double exposition
nor manual selection of a profile is required. The
minimum number of points to be selected is auto-
matically set to match the type of polynom used in
the least square fitting, and, as a consequence, the
binary mask does not need to be very precise.

Figure 6 illustrates the procedure, when applied
to imaging a commercial CD. The aluminum reflec-
tive layer was isolated by dissolving the polycarbon-
ate protective layer with aceton. The first image
Fig. 6(a) is an altitude map of the CD bumps obtained
from the synthesized phase image and impaired by
aberrations. Figure 6(b) shows the automatically ex-
tracted binary mask. Figure 6(c) depicts the phase
aberration polynom extracted from Fig. 6(a) on the
flat reference selected by the mask, here dominated
by astigmatism. Figure 6(d) then shows the corrected
image. An interesting aspect of this procedure is that
any reference background surface may be used, for
example, a portion of sphere or paraboloid, if a focus-
ing mirror would need to be observed. The whole

Fig. 5. Process for automatic aberration removal.
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process is not demanding from a computational point
of view, as the synthetic aperture process takes less
than 1 s for 50 interferograms and the aberration re-
moval less than 0.1 s per hologram.

B. Noise Reduction

Temporal averaging can only help for reducing the
shot noise [27]. When averaging the common infor-
mation between successively captured holograms,
those holograms are affected by different noise pat-
terns [28] because of the changing illumination.
Therefore, as a side-effect of the procedure, it also
automatically leads to a reduction of the speckle
noise in the final images. The efficiency of the process
depends both on the correlation between the differ-
ent noise patterns and on the number of successive
illuminations used for imaging the sample. It can be
evaluated by calculating the speckle contrast as a
function of the number of holograms.

Figure 7 quantifies the variation of the speckle
contrast obtained when combining one to 100 holo-
grams, acquired with circular scanning illumination,
and measured when reconstructing images of a VLSI
Standards, Inc. STR10-1000P silicon test pattern.
This target is platinum coated and consists in
100 nm high, 5 × 5 μm silicon pitches forming a 10 ×

10 μm grid on a silicon substrate. The evaluation is
performed by analyzing the speckle measured in the
images of a flat area of the reference sample [see
Fig. 9(a)]. A technique to average speckle noise is
to change the speckle pattern by introducing a dif-
fuser in the illumination arm and averaging several
holograms, or increasing the acquisition time to inte-
grate the noise pattern. Another approach is to
use short coherence length lasers, but this may ren-
der the adjustment of the interferometer difficult.
Here the noise patterns are automatically modified
when the angle of illumination is changed so that
no additional element is required to average these

decorrelated noises. A small difference is observed
between the theoretical curve for speckle noise re-
duction [29] and the experimental one, but note that
a large diminution of the noise is obtained, which is
an interesting side-effect of the multiple illumina-
tions. For fully uncorrelated speckle, theory predicts
a noise diminution proportional to the square root of
the number of frames [29,30], which is indeed ob-
served. The remaining difference suggests partial
correlation between the images acquired with differ-
ent illumination angles, and/or the presence of a
static noise. This technique therefore permits to di-
minish the noise, using an easy-to-setup interferom-
eter, while allowing for a high sampling of the
specimen, contrary to uncoherent interferometers
(for example, Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensors),
which have an excellent accuracy and dynamic
range, but are, up to now, more limited by image pix-
elation [31].

C. Phase Unwrapping

In profilometry, the phase change between two adja-
cent pixels is limited to a step height equal to λ∕4
(phase change equal to π). When the change is larger,
the phase information is not correctly sampled,
which leads to errors in the profile reconstruction.
The height limitationΔzmin can be severe when using
a high-NA objective (immersion objective) to obtain a
high lateral resolution. A possibility to overcome this
limitation consists simply in tilting the illumination
beam.When the illumination beam is tilted, Eq. (1) is
modified, and, considering only the modulation along
the z direction, the phase difference between the
illumination beam and the object beam becomes

h!x; y" #
λ

4π cos θ
ϕ!x; y"; (5)

where θ is the illumination angle. By controlling the
direction of illumination, the quantity λ∕cos θ in
Eq. (5) can be varied and then used as an equivalent
of an optical frequency scanning [32]. This can help

Fig. 6. Imaging of a CD surface. (a) Original image, (b) binary
object mask, (c) computed correction map, and (d) final corrected
phase image.

Fig. 7. Evolution of the speckle contrast with the number of illu-
minations in TDM.
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in solving the 2π phase ambiguity problem, as in
classical spectral interferometry. The range of equiv-
alent wavelengths reachable by this technique de-
pends on the range of achievable θ angles. For a
high NA, oil immersion microscope (NA # 1.4,
n # 1.515), cos θ can vary from 1 to 0.382, leading
to an equivalent wavelength range of. [λ; 2.55 % λ].
In our case with λ0 # 475 nm, the equivalent wave-
length can vary from 313 to 820 nm. Otherwise, the
measured height is modulated by kiz, i.e., reduced by
a cos θ factor. The apparent height falls below Δzmin

and the real height is found after correction by the
cos θ factor. Figure 8 illustrates this process when
imaging the STR10-1000P silicon test pattern. The
100 nm high pitches cannot be directly imaged with
immersion objectives, as the limitation of the height
variation is given by: Δzmin # λ∕4 # λ0∕4nw ≃ 89 nm
for water immersion and 78 nm for oil immersion.
Using air immersion objective would increase this
height limitation, albeit at the price of a lower lateral
resolution, because of the lower NA. Figure 8 shows
two pits correctly reconstructed.

Of course, if the sample is of unknown height, one
cannot directly set the correct value for θ that per-
mits unambiguous phase unwrapping. A solution
is to use increasing values of the tilt angle, in order
to get successive measurements of the same profile.
However, this would lead to many measurements
(N circular scanning). A more general method is to
perform an analogue to two-wavelength measure-
ment in classical interferometry [33], but instead
of controlling the optical frequency of the illumina-
tion, one tunes the spatial (angular spectrum) fre-
quency. Figure 9 (blue-dashed curve) depicts the
reconstructed profile with 40 holograms, and an illu-
mination angle of 12°. The kiz modulation is too low,
and the reconstructed profile height is not correct.
The red curve on Fig. 9 shows the reconstructed pro-
file taking into account these holograms, and also
holograms recorded at an illumination angle of
40°, which permits a correct phase unwrapping.
The profile is now reconstructed with the correct al-
titude. So, correct phase unwrapping is facilitated by

control of the illumination angle. The technique is
limited to shallow specimens; the sample must fit
within the focal depth of observation. Studying
deeper samples may be performed by increasing
the observation wavelength or decreasing the objec-
tive NA, but this is detrimental to the resolution.
Three-dimensional image stitching could constitute
an alternate to observe deeper samples while keep-
ing a high resolution.

D. High-Resolution Imaging

Tomographic diffractive microscopy permits to image
samples with a high resolution, even when recon-
structing samples under simplified assumptions re-
lated to the Born approximation [20,21,34]. With
more elaborate approaches, the resolution can even
be further improved [35]. These promising ap-
proaches are however (up to now) limited to very
small samples because of numerical difficulties in
the reconstruction algorithms [36]. We here illus-
trate the achievable resolution by our setup.

We consider the reflective surface of a Blu-ray disc,
obtained by cleavage of the 0.1 mm protective poly-
carbonate layer. Such a sample presents interesting
features, highlighting two advantages of tomo-
graphic diffractive microscopy, compared to more
conventional approaches. First, the pits are very
small: 130 nm width, with a minimum mark length
of 149 nm for a single- or double-layer disc [37],
below the resolution of conventional wide-field mi-
croscope (λ∕2NA # 170 nm in our case). Then, the
distance between the pits is 190 nm, close to this res-
olution, and the track pitch is 320 nm (larger than
the resolution). The surface is almost flat, with a
pit depth of about 60 nm (or λ∕4n with n # 1.6117
the index of refraction of polycarbonate [38] at λ #
405 nm the Blu-ray wavelength).

Because the pit width and depth and the pitch
groove are small, it is difficult to focus on the object.
A second advantage of tomographic diffractive
microscopy is that the various holograms can be ac-
quired without being exactly at focus. They are then
backpropagated with a numerical sharpness metric,
such as absolute gradient [39] or even a simple

Fig. 8. VLSI test pattern of 100 nm height imaged with circular
scanning (jkizj # constant, θ # 40°).

Fig. 9. Measurements of the VLSI target step height. Blue-
dashed curve: the unwrapping process failed and the height meas-
urement is underestimated. Red curve: correct value estimated by
double measurement.
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criterium (max–min) on the integrated amplitude,
depending on the sample [40]. After backpropagation
at exact focus, the holograms can be merged and lead
to the synthesized image.

Figure 10 shows the surface of an embossed
Blu-ray disc imaged with our setup. Note that the
pits are clearly identified, confirming the high lateral
resolution achievable with this approach, despite the
use of a simple Fourier reconstruction, which is not
the best adapted for metallic surfaces. A 2.5 by
2.5 μm inset is enlarged and compared at the same
scale with an image of the same disc (albeit not the
same zone), observed with AFM. The average depth
of the pits is measured (on 10 pits) by AFM at
48& 5 nm. Such a small pit depth is not accurately
measurable nor by our TDM (which has a excellent
lateral resolution but which longitudinal resolution
is lower than the phase imaging precision), nor by
phase imaging because on such small samples, dif-
fraction dominates, and the measured phase is not
anymore directly linked to the profile. In order to
get higher resolution images, reconstruction of the
Blu-ray surface should be performed with nonlinear
reconstruction methods, which can take into account
the metallic nature of the surface and are better
suited for smaller structures reconstruction [35,36].
An advantage of TDM with Fourier reconstruction,
compared to the AFM we used or to these more ad-
vanced methods, is the much larger field of view.

5. Conclusion and Perspectives

We have developed a tomographic diffractive
microscope in reflection, which is capable of an im-
proved lateral resolution, while simultaneously
delivering high-longitudinal precision for very shal-
low specimens (phase imaging), as well as improved z
resolution (tomographic imaging) for deeper ones.
Associated with an automatic aberration compensa-
tion algorithm, the setup allows for reducing the
spatial coherent noise and for facilitating the un-
wrapping process as well as the focusing process
(numerical refocusing).

For sample features at the limit of resolution,
phase imaging is affected by measurement errors
due to diffraction effects. Furthermore, care should

be taken if multiple reflections occur, as for example
for deep metallic samples. The reconstruction meth-
ods used here are no longer valid and a more complex
scheme should be used to include the effect of multi-
ple scattering, such as iterative reconstruction proce-
dures based on rigorous wave diffraction [41].
Polarization effects are also taken into account by
such approaches, which helps distinguish structures
below the classical limit of resolution.

For semitransparent samples, coupling tomo-
graphic imaging in transmission and in reflexion
would permit to reach an isotropic resolution [42].
Similarly, the combination of phase imaging in trans-
mission and in reflexion could help to discriminate
small features at the limit of resolution. For birefrin-
gent samples, controlling the polarization of the illu-
mination, as well as the angle of incidence, should
allow for a precise measurement of the anisotropic
properties of such samples [43].

Our setup may be useful to observe, for example,
living cells growing on surfaces or biofilms. In such
cases, photo-induced damages to the sample may
be a concern, even if no fluorescence labeling is used.
In this experiment, the power density on the sample
has been estimated about 0.5 mW · cm−2, while a
value of 0.1 mW · cm−2 has already been proven com-
patible with living cell imaging [16]. We therefore
believe that, after optimization, our system may also
be used for biological investigations.

Other possible applications of the method may be
thin-film observations. While ellipsometry permits
very precise measurement of the thickness and index
of refraction of multilayered samples, precise meas-
urement of local roughness or defects requires
complementary observations. In general, research
on surface coatings may benefit from this new tech-
nique, as for example, a study of the wear behavior
of protective or hardening coatings [44]. High-
resolution inspection of microelectronic devices or
micromechanical systems may also benefit from this
technique.

The authors gratefully acknowledge Laurent Vona
(IS2M-Mulhouse) for the Blu-ray AFM images.
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